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A New Era of PC Pumps in Australia 

Millennium PC PumpsMillennium PC PumpsMillennium PC PumpsMillennium PC Pumps    
Delivering sustainable progressive cavity pump solutions 

 

    
Millennium Millennium Millennium Millennium ----    XWXWXWXW    SeriesSeriesSeriesSeries    
    

 
 

 

       Capacity:Capacity:Capacity:Capacity: 275 M275 M275 M275 Mᵌ/hr/hr/hr/hr    
 

 
Pressure:Pressure:Pressure:Pressure: 48 BAR48 BAR48 BAR48 BAR    
 
 
Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:Temperature:    200° C200° C200° C200° C 
 
 
Viscosity:Viscosity:Viscosity:Viscosity: 11110, 00, 00, 00, 000,000 cSt00,000 cSt00,000 cSt00,000 cSt    
 
 
Applications: Applications: Applications: Applications:     
HHHHighly viscous applications including and not limited to cake mix, greaseighly viscous applications including and not limited to cake mix, greaseighly viscous applications including and not limited to cake mix, greaseighly viscous applications including and not limited to cake mix, grease, explosive , explosive , explosive , explosive 
slurry, high consistency paper pulp, grout mix, printers ink pslurry, high consistency paper pulp, grout mix, printers ink pslurry, high consistency paper pulp, grout mix, printers ink pslurry, high consistency paper pulp, grout mix, printers ink paste, aste, aste, aste, pulp concentrates, pulp concentrates, pulp concentrates, pulp concentrates, 
jamjamjamjam, y, y, y, yogurogurogurogurt, creams and other media such ast, creams and other media such ast, creams and other media such ast, creams and other media such as    nonnonnonnon----newtonian fluids, magma, massecunewtonian fluids, magma, massecunewtonian fluids, magma, massecunewtonian fluids, magma, massecuiiiite.te.te.te.    
 
 
Features: Features: Features: Features:     
Millennium Millennium Millennium Millennium ––––    XW Series wide throat pumps are designed with hXW Series wide throat pumps are designed with hXW Series wide throat pumps are designed with hXW Series wide throat pumps are designed with hopper type suction inlet opper type suction inlet opper type suction inlet opper type suction inlet 
aaaallowing gravity flow of plasticollowing gravity flow of plasticollowing gravity flow of plasticollowing gravity flow of plastico    ––––    viscous media on to auviscous media on to auviscous media on to auviscous media on to augur ongur ongur ongur on    coupling rod pushing coupling rod pushing coupling rod pushing coupling rod pushing 
viscous substances into pumpiviscous substances into pumpiviscous substances into pumpiviscous substances into pumping cavity. Standard pump construction includesng cavity. Standard pump construction includesng cavity. Standard pump construction includesng cavity. Standard pump construction includes    mild steel mild steel mild steel mild steel 
hopper pump casing whopper pump casing whopper pump casing whopper pump casing with alloy steel rotating parts. ith alloy steel rotating parts. ith alloy steel rotating parts. ith alloy steel rotating parts. FoFoFoFor corrosive or hygienic applications r corrosive or hygienic applications r corrosive or hygienic applications r corrosive or hygienic applications 
all all all all parts parts parts parts that come in contact with product that come in contact with product that come in contact with product that come in contact with product is conis conis conis constructedstructedstructedstructed    SS SS SS SS material. Shaft sealing material. Shaft sealing material. Shaft sealing material. Shaft sealing 
options include gland packing and mechanical seal version. options include gland packing and mechanical seal version. options include gland packing and mechanical seal version. options include gland packing and mechanical seal version.     Delivery connection is BSDelivery connection is BSDelivery connection is BSDelivery connection is BSPPPP, , , , 
ISO, ASA, ANSI flanged enISO, ASA, ANSI flanged enISO, ASA, ANSI flanged enISO, ASA, ANSI flanged ends and for hygiene applicationsds and for hygiene applicationsds and for hygiene applicationsds and for hygiene applications    IDF / SMS / IDF / SMS / IDF / SMS / IDF / SMS / Triclover or Triclover or Triclover or Triclover or 
equivalentequivalentequivalentequivalentssss    are availableare availableare availableare available. Bridge breaker paddle a. Bridge breaker paddle a. Bridge breaker paddle a. Bridge breaker paddle assembly is available as option for ssembly is available as option for ssembly is available as option for ssembly is available as option for 
products forming bridge while handling high conproducts forming bridge while handling high conproducts forming bridge while handling high conproducts forming bridge while handling high consistency media in the Millenniumsistency media in the Millenniumsistency media in the Millenniumsistency media in the Millennium    
MMMMWBB series of pumpsWBB series of pumpsWBB series of pumpsWBB series of pumps....    
    

    


